
Wall Stone

Choices at Wicki Stone

- Palleted -

Indian Hill Splitface

Indian Hill boulders are split to reveal the inner color of 

this native NJ stone. Primarily gray but with earthtone 

accent colors

Indian Hill ®

Overall color is a light gray, tan or brown with occasional 

earth tone accent colors and unique bands and patches 

of white.

Indian Hill ® Thin

Overall color is a tan or brown with a strong hue of 

golden brown on this batch, with occasional earth tone 

accent colors and unique bands and patches of white.

Karney ® - Thin

Primarily gray and brown, with accent colors that can 

include blue, rust and green.
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Karney ® - Medium

Primarily gray and brown, with accent colors that can 

include rust, green and blue.

Karney ® - Large

Primarily gray and brown, with accent colors that can 

include rust, green and blue.

Snapped Karney ®

Primarily gray and brown, with accent colors that can 

include rust, green and blue.

Snapped Bluestone

Blue-gray with occasional earth tone accent colors.
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Tumbled Bluestone

Blue-gray with occasional earth tone accent colors.

PA Colonial Thin

Brown and Gray with various accent colors 

and markings.

PA Colonial Medium

Brown and Gray with various accent colors 

and markings.

PA Colonial Large

Brown and Gray with various accent colors 

and markings.
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Rainbow 1- 4”

The most frequent base color is a tan to light brown, but 

accent colors in layers can include white, black, salmon, 

rust and dark brown.

Rainbow 4-6”

The most frequent base color is a tan to light brown, but 

accent colors in layers can include white, black, salmon, 

rust and dark brown.

Snapped Rainbow - Large

The guillotine snapping process opens up the interior 

colors of the stone which can be extra colorful.

Tumbled Rainbow (Aged)

The stone tumbling process takes natural stone and 

mechanically tumbles it to soften the edges. The stone is 

still rough but there are far fewer sharp edges.
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Moss Rock

Primarily shades of gray. May or may not have actual 

green moss growing on it.

Indiana Limestone

Guillotine snapped to produce at least one straight edge. 

Guillotine edges remain slightly rough for a 

textured look, top and bottom are very smooth. 

Whitish gray color.

Apple Creek Blue

Blue-gray with occasional earth tone accent colors. 

Apple Creek Green

Blue-gray with more consistent earth tone accent colors. 
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Reclaimed Splitface Brownstone

Brown to red with ocassional lighter accent colors.

Our new Wall Stone display area 

illustrates your choices side by 

side. 


